PRESS RELEASE

The FIFA Regulations on Working with Intermediaries: the first global review of its application

April 1st 2015, FIFA adopted the Regulations on Working with Intermediaries, a landmark change in its approach to govern this sensitive category of professionals. This extraordinary reform has had an exceptional impact on the consolidated national rules dealing with agents/intermediaries.

The context was too challenging to ignore it. Therefore the Sports Law and Policy Centre (www.sportslawandpolicycentre.com) is now pleased to announce the publication of the first timely, global, exhaustive review of the new FIFA Regulations on Intermediaries and their national implementation:

The FIFA Regulations on Working with the Intermediaries, M. Colucci (ed.), SLPC, December 2015, pp. 548.

This book offers an in-depth analysis of these regulations, providing the views of intermediaries, clubs, and players which are followed by 32 detailed country reports outlining the positive and critical aspects of the national measures.

The work is completed with a final comparative analysis as well as a synoptic table covering the national regulations. The analysis reviews the sources and the impact of the national discrepancies on sports stakeholders and underlines the best practices at national level as an added value for the benefit of all FIFA national associations.

More information is available on www.sportslawbulletin.com